In this paper we will consider some extensions of the usual term rewrite format, namely: term rewriting with conditions, infmi~y term rewriting and term rewriting with bound variables. Rather than aiming at a complete survey, we discuss some aspects of these three extensions.
The aim of the present Workshop is to focus upon conditional term rewriting, typed term rewriting and other extended forms of term rewriting. Accordingly, in this paper we have set out to discuss three of these extensions, viz. inf'mite term rewriting, conditional rewriting and term rewriting with bound variables. Our discussion will be largely of an introductory nature. The subject of the second part, conditional term rewriting, is already well established and widely studied; we will develop some of the basic theory and then focus on a proof-theoretic application of Conditional Term Rewriting Systems that seems not to be generally known yet. The first part, which is rendered in a rather informal style following the corresponding talk at this Workshop, does present some recently obtained insights about infinite term rewriting. The extension discussed in section 3, sometimes called Combinatory Reduction Systems, gives a framework incorporating not only (ordinary) TRSs, but also rewrite systems with bound variables, as in the Lambda Calculus. We discuss some of the 'classical' theorems (Church-Rosser etc.) for the subclass of orthogonal CRSs. More introductory remarks and motivations can be found at the beginning of each of the three sections.
Our notation and terminology follow Klop [1987 Klop [ , 1991 .
INFI~r~ TERM ~G
In this section we explain some recent work on inf'mite term rewriting as reported in Kennaway, Klop, Sleep & de Vries [1990ab, 1991 where the formal treatment including full proofs can be found. This work was stimulated by earlier studies of infinite rewriting by Dershowitz, Kaplan & Plalsted [1989] and Farmer & Watro [1989] . There is ample motivation for a theoretical study of infinite rewriting, in view of the facility that several lazy functional programming languages such as Miranda (Turner [1985] ) and HaskeU (Hudak [1988] ) have enabling them to deal with (potentially) infinite terms, representing e.g. the list of all primes. Another motivation is the correspondence between infinite rewriting and rewriting of term graphs: a theory for infinite rewriting provides much of a foundation for a theory of term graph rewriting, since a cyclic term graph yields after unwinding an infinite term. Indeed, this correspondence has been the starting point for the work of Farmer & Watro [1989] .
Our starting point is an ordinary TRS (X, R), where X is the signature and R is the set of rewrite rules. In fact, we will suppose throughout that our TRSs are orthogonal. Now it is obvious that the rules of the TRS C~, R) just as web apply to infinite terms as to the usual finite ones. First, let us explain the notion of infinite term that we have in mind. Let Ter(Y~) be the set of f'mite Y-terms. Then Ter(~) can be equipped with a distance function d such that for t, s ¢ Ter(X), we have d(t, s) = 2 -n if the n-th level of the terms s, t (viewed as labelled trees) is the first level where a difference appears, in case s and t are not identical; furthermore, d(t, t) = 0. It is well-known that this construction yields (TerC£), d) as a metric apace. Now infinite terms are obtained by taking the completion of this metric space, and they are represented by infinite trees. We will refer to the complete metric space arising in this way as (Ter**(X), d), where Ter'(~) is the set of finite and infinite terms over X.
A natural consequence of this construction is the emergence of the notion of Cauchy convergence as a possible basis for infinite reductions which have a limit: we say that to --> tl -} t2 --* ... is an infinite reduction sequence with limit t, if t is the limit of the sequence t 0, t 1 .... in the usual sense of Cauchy convergence. See Figure 1 .1 for an example, based on a rewrite rule F(x) --> P(x, F(S(x))) in the presence of a constant 0. 
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In fact, this notion of converging reduction sequence is the starting point for Dershowitz e.a. [1989] . In the sequel we wilt however adopt a stronger notion of converging reduction sequence which turns out to have better properties. First, let us argue that it makes sense to consider not only reduction sequences of length m, but even reduction sequences of length ~ for arbitrary ordinals c~. Given a notion of convergence, and limits, we may iterate reduction .~quences beyond length o~ and consider e.g. t O --> t 1 --> t 2 --} ... --> t, --} ... s O -} s I -~ s 2 -~ s 3 -} ... r where limn_}• t n = sO and limn_ ~ s n = r. See Figure 1 .2 for such a reduction sequence of length 03 + 03, which may arise by evaluating first the left part of the term at hand, and next the right part. Of course, in this example a 'fair' evaluation is possible in only 03 many reduction steps, but we do not want to impose fairness requirements at the start of the theory development---even though we may (and will) consider it to be a desirable feature that reductions of length a could be 'compressed' to reductions of length not exceeding 03 steps, yielding the same 'result'.
~-
Transfinite reduction sequence of length co + ca
We will give a formal definition now. ordinal) is a sequence (~ I [3 < a) of terms in Ter**(Y), such that (i) tl~ ~ tl~+l for all 13 < Ix, (ii) tT. = ~ t[~ for every limit ordinal X -eL Here (ii) means: Vn 3It < 3. Vv (tt < v ~ X =:. d(t v, t X) < 2"n).
DEFINITION. Let (Y, R) be a TRS. A (Cauchy-) convergent R-reduction sequence of length Ix (an
NOTATION: If (tl] I 13 _< a) is a Cauchy-convergent reduction sequence we write t o ~ t a ('c' for 'Cauehy').
The notion of normal form as a final result has to be considered next. We simply generalize the old flnitary notion of normal form to the present infinitary setting thus: a (possibly infinite) term is a normal form when it contains no redexes. The only difference with the finitary case is that here a redex may be itself an infinite term. But note that a redex is still so by virtue of a finite prefix, called the redex pattem---th~ is so because our rewrite rules are orthogonal and hence contain no repeated variables. This choice of 'normal form' deviates from that in Dershowitz e.a. [1989] : there a (possibly infinite) term t is said to be an oJnormal form if either t contains no redexes, or the only possible reduction of t is to itself: t -o t, in one step. 
|
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So, in Figure 1 .3 we have, with as TRS {C --> A(C), A(x) --# x], a (Canchy-) converging reduction sequence with as limit the infinite term A(A(A(A..., abbreviated as ACe; this limit is not a normal form in our sense but it is an co-normal form, as A m only reduces to itseff: A co ---> A~ ~o t e that this step can be performed in infinitely many different ways, since every A in A ce is the root of a redcx.) Normal forms in our sense are shown in Figures 1.1, 1 .2 as the rightmost terms (if no other reduction rules are present than the one mentioned above). Henceforth we will often drop the reference 'infinite' or 'infinitary'. Thus a terra, or a normal form, may be finite or infinite. Note that the concept 'normal form', in contrast to that of 'abnormal form', only depends on the left-hand sides of the reduction rules in the TRS (Z, R), which makes the former notion more amenable for analysis. Henceforth we will only consider "normal forms', but we note that abnormal forms give rise to some interesting and challenging problems explicitiy stated in Kennaway e.a. [199t] .
The notion of Cauchy-converging reduction sequence that was considered so far, is not quite satisfactory. We would like to have the compression property:
to-%ct a ~ to~octa.
That is, given a reduction t O --~c~ c t m of length ~, the result t a can already be found in at most co many steps. ('At most', since it may happen that a transfinite reduction sequence can be compressed to finite length, but not to length co.) Unfortunately, --~ lacks this property:
COUNTEREXAMPLE. Consider the orthogonal TRS with rules
). However, we do not have A(x) -->~ce A(E(BCe)), as can easily be verified.
Parallel Moves Lemma
~2~te r e . o n g (b) projection R' ~m l A Another obstacle to a satisfactory theory development for --~a c is that the well-known Parallel Moves Lemma resists a generalization to the present transfinite case. We recall the Parallel Moves Lemma in Figure 1 .4(a): setting out a finite reduction R: to -~ tn against a one step reduction to -% t' (where s is the contracted redex), one can complete the reduction diagram in a canonical way, thereby obtaining as the right-hand side of the diagram a reduction t n--. t* which consists entirely of contractions of all the des-cendants ofs along R. Furthermore, the reduction R ' : f --) t* arising as the lower side of this reduction diagram, is called the projection of~. over the reduction step t O --)s t'. Notation: R ' = R/(t o ")s f).
We would like to have a generalization of Parallel Moves Lemma where R is allowed to be infinite, and converging to a limit. In this way we would have a good stepping stone towards establishing infinitar,/confluence properties. However, it is not clear at all how such a generalization can be established. The problem is shown in Figure 1 .5. First note that we can without problem generalize the notion of 'projection' to infinite reductions, as in Figure . So, the class of infinite converging reduction sequences is not closed under projection. This means that in order to get some decent properties of infinitary reduction in this sense, one has to impose further restrictions; Dershowitz e.a. [1989] chooses to impose these restrictions on the terms, thus ruling out e.g. terms as A(C, (2) because they are not 'top-terminating'. (We will come back to this important notion latex on.) Another road, the one taken here, is to strengthen the concept of converging reduction sequence---this option is also chosen in Farmer & Watro [1989] .
Cauchy converging reduction
A(=~ C) ~ A(C,=.O -'-A(=C, C) 4 A(D, (2) ~ A(C, D) ~ A(D, (2) --~. ) -
Projection: not Cauchy converging
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As the last example shows, there is a difficulty in that we loose the notion of descendants which is so clear and helpful in finite reductions. Indeed, after the infinite reduction A(_C, C) ~ A(C, ~ -~ ACC, C) --> .... with Cauchy limit A(C, C), what is the descendant of the original underlined redex C in the limit A(C, C)? There is no likely candidate.
We will now describe the stronger notion of converging reduction sequence that does preserve the notion of descendants in limits. If we have a converging reduction sequence to ")so tl -os I ... t, where s i is the redex contracted in the step t i -~ h+l and t is the limit, we now moreover require that limi_. ~ depth(s i) = ~.
Here depth(si), the depth of redex ~, is the distance of the root of ti to the root of the subterm s i. If the converging reduction sequence satisfies this additional requirement (,), it is called strongly convergent.
The difference between the previous notion of (Cauchy-) converging reduction sequence and the present one, is suggested by Figure 1 .6. The circles in that figure indicate the root nodes of the contracted redexes; the shaded part is that prefix part of the term that does not change anymore in the sequel of the reduction. The point of the additional requirement (,) is that this growing non-changing prefix is required really to be non-changing, in the sense that no activity (redex contractions) in it may occur at all, even when this activity would by accident yield the same prefix. Note that there is now an obvious definition of descendants in the limit terms; the precise formulation is left to the reader.
In fact, we define strongly converging reductions of length c~ for every ordinal cx, by imposing the additional condition (,) whenever a limit ordinal ~, _< c~ is encountered. (It will turn out however that only countable ordinals may occur.) More formally: Furthermore, a divergent reduction sequence is a sequence (t~ t 13 < ~,), g some limit ordinal, such that every initial segment (tl~ I [3 -< v) is strongly convergent, but there is no t~. such that (t~ I [3 ~ g) is strongly convergent. (E.g. the infinite reduction A(C, C) ~ A(C, C) ~ ... considered above, is divergent.) Henceforth all our infinitary reductions will be strongly convergent. Now we can state the benefits of this notion; for the full proofs we refer to Kennaway e.a. [1990a].
C O M P R E S S I O N L E M M A . In every ortho gonal TR$ : t-->at' =~ t-->so~t'.
(Note that the counterexample 1.2 to compression for Cauchy converging reductions was not strongly converging.) 1.5. INFtNITARY P,~AIA.EL MOVES LEMMA. In every orthogonal TRS:
That is, whenever to "-) ct ~ and tO "-~ s t', where s is the contracted redex (occurrence), there are infinitary reductions f --'>[3 t* and ~ "-)7 t*. The latter reduction consists of contractions of all descendants ors along the reduction tO "~c~ ~.
Actually, by the Compression Lemma we can find ~, y_< co. As a side-remark, let us mention that in every TRS (even with uncountably many symbols and rules), all transfinite reductions, strongly convergent as weU as divergent, have countable length. All countable ordinals can indeed occur as length of a strongly convergent reduction. (For ordinary Cauchy convergent reductions this is not so: the rewrite rule C -o C yields arbitrarily long convergent reductions C ---)c~ ¢ C. However, these are not strongly convergent.)
The infinitary Parallel Moves Lemma is "half of the infinitary confluence property". The question arises whether full infinitary confluence holds. That is, given t O -')a tl, to "-)~ t2, is there a t 3 such that t 1 ")~/t3, t2 -')8 t3 for some T, 5? Using the Compression Lemma and the Parallel Moves Lemma all that remains to prove is: given t O "->co tl, to "#w t2, is there a t 3 such that t 1 --#.~ t3, t 2 -~ t37 Surprisingly, the answer is negative: full infinitary confluence for orthogonal rewriting does not hold. The counterexample is in Figure 1 .7, consisting of an orthogonal TRS with three rules, two of which are 'collapsing rules'. (A rule t ~ s is collapsing if s is a variable.) Indeed, in Figure 1 .7(a) we have C ")co A m, C --~m Be° but A c°, B °~ have no common reduct as they only reduce to themselves. Note that these reductions are indeed strongly convergent. (Figure 1 .7(b) contains a rearrangement of these reductions that we need later on.)
~(A<A(~O))) ~0~(A(B(C))))
A(A(A(O)) (B(B(C"))) A W O Co) C ABC ABABC $ ABABABC ABABAB~a3~...
A ~ B co
Failure of infinitary confluence
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Yet, not all is lost: we do have unicity of (possibly infinite) normal forms.
THEOREM. For all orthogonal TRSs: Let t -")a t', t "->[3 t" where t', t" are (possibly infinite) normal forms. Then t' --t".
Here = denotes syntactical equality. Note that in the ABC counterexample in Figure 1 .7 the terms A m and B e~ are not normal forms. This Unique Normal Form property, by the way, also holds for Cauchy-eonverging reductions, that is, with ---hx replaced by --->ct ¢ and likewise for I~. The reason is that we have:
~o r c¢ = o~ this is easy to prove; in fact a converging reduction of length co to a normal form is already strongly convergent. For general cx, the proof of the statement requires some work.)
We will now investigate the extent to which inflnitary orthogonal rewriting lacks full confluence. It will turn out that non-confluence is only marginal, and that terms which display the bad behaviour are included in a very restricted class. The following definition is inspired by a classical notion in ~.-ealculus; see Barendregt [1981] . (ii) thasahnfift--~ s a n d s i s i n h n f .
Actually, this definition is equivalent to one of Dershowitz e.a. [1989] ; there a term t is called "topterminating' if there is no infinite reduction t --> t' ---> t" --> ... in which infinitely many times a redex contraction at the root takes place. So: t is top-terminating ¢:~ t has a hnf. We need one more definition before formuladng the next theorem.
1.8. DEFINITION. If t is a term of the TRS R, then the family of t is the set of subterms of reducts of t, i.e. {s I t--~R C[s] for some context C[ ]}.
TrlEOREM. For all orthogonal TRSs: Let t have no term without hnf in its family. Then t is infinitary confluent.
Just as in X-calculus, one can now formulate some facts about "B•hm trees", which are (possibly infinite) terms where the subterms without hnf are replaced by a symbol £~ for 'undefined'. As in ~-calculus, each term in an orthogonal TRS has a unique B6hm tree. It is also possible to generalize much of the usual theory for finitary orthogonal rewriting to the infinitary case. We mention the theory of Huet & L6vy [1979 Huet & L6vy [ , 1991 about 'needed redexes', and results about reduction strategies (such as the paralleloutermost strategy). For more information we refer to Kennaway e.a. [ 1991 ] .
Here we want to reconsider the last theorem. Actually, it can be much improved. Consider again the ABC example in Figure 1 .7. Rearranging the reductions C "~co Am, C -'~co B~ as in Figure 1 .7(b) into reductions C "~co (AB) ~° ">o~ Ac° and C --->~ (AB) ~ "->o~ B°~ makes it more perspicuous what is going on: (AB) ~ is an infinite 'tower' built from two different collapsing contexts A(), B(), and this infinite tower can be collapsed in different ways.
The ABC example (Figure 1.7) is not merely a pathological example; the same phenomenon (and therefore failure of infinitary confluence) occurs in Combinatory Logic, as in Figure 1 .8, where an infinite tower built from the two different collapsing contexts KI:]K and KDS is able to collapse in two different ways. (Note that analogous to the situation in Figure 1 .7, the middle term, built alternatingly from KI:IK and KDS, can be obtained after co steps from a finite term which can easily be found by a fixed point construction.) Also for X-calculus one can now easily construct a counterexample to infinitary confluence. 
THEOREM. Let t be a term in an orthogonal TRS, which has not a hc term in its family. Then t is lnflnitary confluent.
This theorem can be sharpened somewhat, as follows. Let us introduce a new symbol 0 to denote hc terms, with the rewrite rule:
--~o O if t is a hc term.
Of course this rule is not 'constructive', i.e. the reduction relation "-~o may be unde~idable (as it is in CL, Combinatory Logic). However, we now have that orthogonal reduction extended with -% is infinitary confluent.
That hc terms are the only terms that stand in the way of infinitary confluence is also suggested by the following detour, which may be of independent in~esL Let R be a TRS. Then l~t is the TRS obtained by extending R with the Ix-role:
Here Z(x) is a recta-variable, denoting an arbitrary term in R~t possibly containing the variable x; and Z(IXx.Z(x)) is the result of substituting lax.Z(x) for the free occurrences of x in Z(x).
In fact, R~t is a TRS with bound variables or Combinatory Reduction System as we will present in Section 3. It is not hard to prove that if R is a left-linear confluent TR_S, then Rtt is again confluent.
The TRS Rt~ in the last example is somewhat reminiscent to the ABe TR$ in Figure 1 .7 (let us call this TRS: RABC). In fact, every term in R~t except Ixx.x corresponds to a finite or infinite term in RAn c. E.g.
Ilx.
A(B(x)) corresponds to the infinite term (AB) c°. Moreover, every reduction in R~t not involving Ixx.x corresponds to a possibly infinite reduction in RABC. E.g.p.x.A(B(x)) ---> lax.A(x) corresponds to (AB)o~ .->co AO. In view of this correspondence it is somewhat surprising that R~t is confluent, but RABC is not infinitarily confluent. The explanation is that the Ix-formalism has introduced a 'new' object p.x.x, without any meaning, but saving the confluence property (see also Figure 1 .9). This object is of course the O that we introduced above, to 'save' the infinitary confluence property, and, heuristically, this consideration using RI~ has led us to the insight that only the he terms (all put equal to O) obstruct the infmimry confluence property for orthogonal rewriting.
It is interesting to note that the extension of R to RI~ leads us to a rudimentary form of graph rewriting, as suggested in Figure 1 .9(b), where graphs are given corresponding to the displayed IX-terms. It should also be noted however that the Ix-formalism is not able to express all the 'sharing of subterms' that one wants in graph rewriting. To this end systems ofrecursion equations instead of Ix-expressions are more expressible; e.g. IXx.A(B(x)) 'reads' as a system of reeursion equations: {~ = A(~), T1 = B(~)} or equivalently {~ = A(B(~))}, and I.tx.x as {~ = ~}. Here ~, Vl are names of 'locations' (nodes). Now also a graph with sharing as in {~ = F('q, "q), 11 = G(~)} (here the subterm starting with G is shared) is in our scope, and this kind of sharing cannot be expressed by Ix-expressions. A start of an exploration of properties of this kind of graph rewriting has been made in Farmer & Watro [1989] . In this section we discuss another extension of the customary rewriting format, namely with conditions. As will be apparent from other papers in the present volume, a lot of the ongoing research in the field of term rewriting systems is at present devoted to conditional term rewriting systems (CTRSs). Conditional rewriting has important roots in Universal Algebra (Meinke & Tucker [1990] ) and in the field of Algebraic Specifications (Ehrig & Mahr [1985] ). Moreover, Conditional Term Rewriting Systems promise to be of value as a foundation for the integration of the disciplines of functional programming and logic programruing (Dershowitz & Plaister [1985 , Dershowitz & Okada [1990] ). Maybe less weli-known, conditional rewriting has yet another origin. Out of the algebraic context, rewriting roles with conditions have been used as a proof-theoretic tool for establishing syntactic properties of unconditional rewriting systems and Z-calculus extensions in Klop [1980] , de Vrijer [1987 de Vrijer [ . 1989 and Klup & de Vrijer [1989] .
In the short account in this section we will do mainly two things. First we sketch the general set up and discuss some of the fundamental definitions and results in the theory of CTRSs. Then we will describe in somewhat more detail one particular proof-theoretic application of CTRSs, namely as a tool for proving the property UN for non-confluent, non-leftliuear TRSs.
The general format we will use for conditional rewriting rules derives fi'om the notation often used in logic programming (Apt [1990] ). Then a definition of conditional rewriting can be given as follows. Of course, a CTRS will consist of a first order signature with a set of conditional rewriting rules, and all common TRS notions and notations immediately generalize. Observe that if n = 0 in Definition 2.1(i), the rewriting rule is unconditional; so the usual notion of TRS can be considered a special case of a CTRS.
2.2. EXAMP;.~. (i) By way of a very simple example, observe that a non-leftlinear (unconditional) rule can always be seen as a special kind of conditional rewrite rule that is left-linear. E.g. the non-leftiincar rule r-e: Dxx --> E, test for syntactic identity in applicative notation, becomes in the format of conditional rewriting:
r-e: D x y~e ~ x---y.
(ii) A natural rule for the transitivity of < could be the following (with T for true).
x < y -~T ¢= x<z-~, T , z < y --~ T.
2.3. REMARK. In a rewrite rule t ~ s one requires that in s no new variables appear with respect to t. The same requirement is made for conditional rewrite rules t --# s ~ C. But, as observed in Dershowitz, Okada & Sivakumar [1988] , for CFRSs it would make good sense to lift this requirement, as e.g. in the following perfectly natural conditional rewrite specification of the Fibonacci numbers. This more liberal format would introduce a considerable complication of the theory, however.
Fib(O) ~ (0, I),
Fib(x + I) --> (z, y + z) ¢= Fib(x) $ (y, z).
Special types of CTRS can be obtained by stipulating some restricted type or format of predicates to be used as conditions. But before we turn to special cases, already a quite general criterion for confluence of CTRSs can be given.
DEFINITION. (i)
Let R be a CTRS. Then Ru, the unconditional version of R, is the TRS which arises from R by deleting all conditions (so each rule r is replaced by re as in Definition2.1(i)).
(ii) The CTRS R is called left-linear if R u is so; likewise for ambiguous and orthogonal.
2.5. DEF~'mON. (i) Let R be a CrRS with rewrite relation --->, and let P be an wary predicate on the set of terms of R. Then P is stable with respect to --) if for all terms t i, t i' such that t i --~ t i' (i = 1 ..... n):
P(tl ..... tn) =~ P(tl' , .... tn').
(ii) Let R be a CTRS with rewrite relation -->. Then R is stable if all conditions appearing in some rule of R are stable with respect to -->.
THEOREM (O'Donnell [1977]). Let R be an orthogonal CTRS which is stable. Then R is confluent.
PROOF. A rather straightforward generalization of the confluence proof for orthogonal TRSs. El Then the transition from conditional equations to conditional rewrite rules can be made by just orienting the equations in the left-hand sides. This gives rise to so-called semi-equational systems. In Bergswa & Klop [1986] , one finds also some other types of CTRSs, here listed in Definition 2.7; they are derived from the semi-equational ones, according to different choices that can be made in the implementation of the equational conditions. The terminology we use is taken from Dershowitz, Okada & Sivakumar [1988] ; as a matter of fact, they have a more extended classification. CTRSs that do not correspond to any of the special categories are sometimes called generalized systems.
2.7. DEFINITION. We distinguish three special types of CI'RS, with the format of the rewrite rules as displayed. (the sign $ in (ii) stands for joinability: t ,I. s iff t --* u and s --* u for some term u.) In each of these three cases the definition of--> depends on conditions involving a reference to ~ (via =, ,l, or --,). The rewrite rules should be taken as constituting a positive inductive definition of --~; this is all right since the conditions are positive. In the case of generalized CTRSs one has to take care in formulating conditions involving --~, in order to ensure that ~ is well-defined (see Note 2.8).
Notice that the normal systems are a special case of the join systems, since, when s is a ground normal form, the conditions t--~ s and t $ s are equivalent. Allowing conditions of the form t -~ s without requiring s to be a normal form at all, is not very atmmfive. The conditions would in general be unstable, even if the reduction relation corresponding to the CTRS turns out to be confluent.
Obviously, the convertibility conditions t i = s i (i = 1 ..... n) in a rewrite rule of a semi-equational CTRS are stable. So the first part of the following theorem from Bergstra & lOop [1986] is in fact a corollary of Theorem 2.6. The second part involves an induction on the definition of-~.
THEOREM. (i) Orthogonal semi-equational CTRSs are confluent.
(ii Orthogonal normal CTRSs are confluent.
2.10. EXAMPLE. Let CL-e* be the orthogonal, semi-equational CTRS obtained by exteading Comhinatory Logic with a 'test for convertibility':
r-e*:
Dxy --~ E ¢= x = y.
Then R is confluent.
Orthogonal normal CTRSs are used in the logic language K-LEAF, see Bosco e.a. [1987] . Orthogunal join CTRSs are in general not confluent. In Bergstra & loop [1986] a counterexample is given in the CTRS R0 in Table 2 Indeed, in the diagram exhibited in Figure 2 .1, we do not have C(E) $ E, since this would require C(E) -4 E, i.e. C(E) 3, E again. This counterexample exhibits an interesting phenomenon, or rather, makes a pitfall explicit. According to Theorem 2.9 above, the semi-equational CTRS R1 in Table 2 .1 is confluent. Hence its convertibility -% coincides with the joinability relation ,I,, that is, x = C(x) iff x , [. C(x) . Yet the join CTRS obtained by replacing the condition x = C(x) by x ,l, C(x) is RO again, and hence not confluent.
Modularity results for CTRSs have been studied in recent work of Middeldorp [1989 Middeldorp [ , 1990 . We list some of his results in Theorem 2.11. Part (i) is a generalization of Toyama's theorem (Toyama [1987] , stating that confluence is a modular property of TRSs, to CTRSs. As a matter of fact, the proof is by a non-trivial application of Toyama's theorem. Note that all positive results concerning CTRSs can be seen as generalizations of the corresponding ones for unconditional TRSs, since a TRS is just a CTRS without conditions. And of course the results on join CTRSs generalize to normal CTRSs.
2.1"1. THEOREM. (i) CR is both a modular property of semi-equational and of join CTRSs. (ii) UN is a modular property of semi-equational CTRSs. (iii) Semi-completeness is a modular property of semi-equational and of join CTRSs.
Decidability of reduclion and of normal forms
Let us for the moment restrict our attention to systems with only finitely many rewrite rules. Then in the unconditional case one-step reduction will be an easily decidable relation. This needs no longer to be so in the case of CTRSs. E.g. consider the example of CL-e*, Combinatory Logic with test for convertibility of Example 2.10. It is not difficult to show that CL-e* is a conservative extension of CL. So deciding whether for pure CL terms s and t' the term Dst is a redex, amounts to deciding whether t and s are convertible in CL. This is an undecidable problem.
From this observation it does not yet follow that being a normal form is in general undecidable. As a matter of fact, CL-e* has a decidable set of normal forms, since, as it will turn out in the next section, this set coincides with the normal forms of the non-leftlinear system CL-e, Combinatory Logic extended with the rule r-e of Example 2.2 (see also Table 2 .2 below). CL-e has decidable one-step reduction and also decidable normal forms. All the same, there do exist both semi-equational and normal orthogonal CTRSs for which the set of normal forms is undecidable (and hence not even r.e., since the complement of the set of normal forms is re). The following example from Bergstra & Klop [1986] is a normal CTRS; it can easily terned into a semi-equational one..
Consider again Combinatory Logic; it is well-known (cf. Barendregt [1981] ) that there is a representation I1, a ground CL-term in normal form, of each natural number n, together with a computable coding # from the set of ground CL-terms into natural numbers, and an "enumerator' E (also a ground CL-term in normal form) such that E#(M) --, M for every ground CL-term M. Now let R be the normal CTRS obtained by extending CL with a new constant symbol F and the rule
This is a conservative extension, and the reduction relation ~ of R satisfies Fx --~ 1 ¢~ Ex--~ 0. Now suppose R has decidable normal forms; then in particular the set [n I Fn_ --) 1} is decidable, and hence the set [n I E_n --~ 0}. However, then also the set X = {M a ground CL-term 1M--~ O} is decidable; for, given M we can compute #(1VO and decide whether E(#fM'I)--~ 0 or not. (By confluence for R it follows from Ef#fM3) --~ 0 and E#fM) --~ M that M ~ 0.) But then we have a contradiction; from the theorem of Scott stating that any non-empty proper subset of the set of ground CL-terms which is closed under convertibility in CL, must be undecidable it follows that X is undecidable.
Proof lheorelic applications of CWRSs
We now turn to a proof-theoretic application of CTRSs in the field of term rewriting itself. We describe a general method for proving the unique normal forms property (UN) for certain, non-confluent, non-leftlinear TRSs. It proceeds by proving confluence for an associated left-linear CTRS, that originates from the original non-leftlinear TRS by--what might be called--'linearizing' the rules. This type of use of a linearized CTRS has originally been proposed by the second author and was applied in Klop [1980] and in Klop & de Vrijer [1989] . In these papers the method has been put to use in different situations, but in a rather ad hoc manner. A systematic presentation can be found in de Vrijer [1990] , to which we refer for further details.
We will explain two new applications of the method of conditional linearization, taken from de Vrijer [1990] . First, it yields very easily that all TRSs that are non-ambiguous after linearization have unique normal forms (Theorem 2.16). A second new application is the ease of Combinatory Logic plus Parallel Conditional. These two results can also be obtained via a theorem stated in Chew [1981] , establishing UN for a somewhat wider class of non-leftlinear TRSs. However, the proof of Chew's theorem is very complicated and our new proofs are much simpler.
Let us first mention three specific non-leftlinear extensions of Combinatory Logic to which the method can be applied: CL-sp, CL-e and CL-PC. The usual rewrite rules of CL are: Sxyz --> xz(yz), Kxy ---> x, Ix --~ x. Two interesting ways of extending Combinatery Logic are with Surjective Pairing (CL-sp) and with Parallel Conditional (CL-pc); see Table 2 Table 2 .2 CL-sp was the first non-leftlinear term rewriting system to be extensively studied, mostly in the related larnbda calculus version (see e.g. Mann [1973] , Barendregt [1974] , Klop [1980] ). In de Vrijer [1987 Vrijer [ , 1989 a linearized CTRS was used to prove that the surjective pairing rules are conservative. The system CL-e came up in the study of CL-sp for theoretical purposes. Each of the three non-leftlinear rewriting systems of Table 2 .2 lacks the Church-Rosser property (Klop [1980] ). But nevertheless, each one can be shown to have unique normal forms, by the method of condi-tional linearizafion. Only the existing proof for the case of CL-sp is very complicated (see Klop & de Vrijer [1989] ); the other cases are much simpler and will be covered here.
As a starting point consider the following simple observation concerning Abstract Reduction Systems (ARSs); recall that an ARS is just any set with a binary relation -~, considered as a reduction relation.
2.12. PROI'OSlTION. Let R 0 and R I be two ARSs with the same set of objects, and with reduction relations -~0, -~I and convertibility relations -~ --1 respectively. Let NF i be the set of normal forms of R l (i = 0, 11. Then R 0 is UN if each of the following conditions hold:
PROOF. Easy.
[] The interest of Proposition 2.12 derives from its use in the method proving UN. E.g., in order to be able to use this proposition for establishing UN for CL-e, we 'break' the non-leftlinearity cons~alnt in the rule r-e by replacing it with a conditional rule r-e* (the resulting system is C I~* of Example 2.101.
r-e*: Dxy -~ E ~ x = y.
Then it turns out that Proposition 2.12 can be applied with respect to CL-e and CL-e*. Note that the rule r-e* can be seen as resulting from r-e, written in the conditional format of Example 2.2(i), by just relaxing the condition x -y to x = y. More in general, we have the following definition.
DEFINmON. (i)
If r is a rewrite rule t -~ s, we say that r' = t' --o s' is a left-linear version of r ff there is a substitution a: VAR ~ VAR such that ~o = r and r ° is left-linear.
(ii)
If r = t ~ s is a rewrite rule, and r' = t' -~ s' is a left-linear version of r, such that r ffi r 'e, then the conditionalized left-linear version or linearization of r (associated to r') is the conditional rewrite rule: t ' -~s ' ~ /~{ x i = x j l i > j , xiq=xjO, xi, xj~ t'}.
(In case r is already left-linear, it will coincide with its left-linear version r' and with the associated conditional rule.) EXAMPLE. Czxy --* y is a left-linear version of the non-leftiinear rule Czxx -o x, by the substitution with a(z) = z, a(x) = x, a(y) = x. The associated conditional rule is Czxy --~ y ~ x = y. The only other left-linear version of Czxx -~ x is Czxy ~ x, with associated conditional rule Czxy ~ x ~ x = y.
2.14. DEHNITION. (Littearization) (i) If R is a TRS, then a linearization of R is a semi-equational CTRS that consists of linearizations of the rules of R, for each rule of R at least one.
(ii) I f R is a TRS, then R L, the full linearization of R, is defined as the linearization of R that is obtained by including for each rule r ¢ R a/l its conditionalized left-linear versions.
EXAMPLE. The system CL-e* is the result of linearizing the system CL-e. In fact, CL-e* = CL-e L.
THEOREM. If a linearization of a term rewriting system R is confluent, then R is UN.
PROOF. We want to apply Proposition 3.1 with R0 = R and R1 a confluent linearization R' of R; so we must check the clauses (i), (ii) and (iii) of 3.1 for R and R'.
(i) -~, extends ~ since a linear rule is always a restriction of each of its linearizations.
(ii) R' is Church-Rosser holds by assumption.
As to (iii), we prove by induction on X the implication X e NF R :::# X e NFR0. Assume X e NF R. Then X can only be not an R'-normal form, if it contains a redex Y that is an instance of a linearization i"* of some non-leftlinear rule r = t --> s of R. That is, X -C[Y] and for a left-linear version f ffi t' ~ s' ofr (such that r = r 'o ), we have Y m t~; moreover the conditions of r* must be satisfied, amounting to the implication xie -xf ~ xiX = xf, for all xi, xj ¢ f. Since the xi~'s are proper subterms of X, and hence R-normal forms, they are by the induction hypothesis also R'-normal forms. Hence, since R' has unique normal forms: xia -xf ~ xiX = xj :. But then Y would be also an R-redex, contradicting the assumption that X • NFR. [] Theorem 2.15 yields a general method to prove UN for non-leftlinear TRSs: try to prove CR for one of its linearizations. Whether the method will work in a particular case, and how difficult it is, depends on the CR problem that ensues.
We 
R: F(x, x) ~ A, F(x, G(x)) -~ B, C -~ O(C).
R is non-ambiguous; there are no critical pairs since x and G(x) cannot be unified. However, R is not strongly non-ambiguous, since {F(x, y) -~ A, F(x, G(y) --~ B} has a critical pair. The term F(C, C) has the two distinct normal forms A and B.
Unicity of normal forms for Combinalory Logic plus Parallel Conditional
Finally, we sketch how one can prove confluence for the full Linearization CL-pc L of the ambiguous and non-leftlinear system CL-pc (Table 2. 2). The rules of the full linearization CL-pc L are summed up in Table 2 .3.
CTxy ~ x r-f:
CFxy ---> y r-pcl: Czxy --> x ~ x = y r-pc2: C z x y~y ~ x = y CL + r-t: r-f: r.pcl--: r-pc2-:
CTxy ---~x CFxy -o y Czxy --o x ~ x =CL-pc Y, z ~CL-pc F Czxy ---> y ~ x =CL:pc Y, z =CL-pc F Solving the CR problem for CL-pc L may at first look not very promising, because of the vicious cases of overlap between the pairs of rules r-t / r-pc 2, r-f / r-pc l and r-pc l / r-pc 2. Now the idea is to add exlra conditions in order to remove these overlaps. This will involve the use of negative conditions, however, and therefore, in order to avoid the difficulty indicated in Note 2.8, we have in the system CL-pc L-'fixed' the conditions, making them refer to =CL-po convertibility in CL-pc. In this way, the conditions in CL-pc Lhave a determinate meaning, independent of the inductive definition of conversion (=CL-pcL-) they are part of. What we get is not a semi.equational, but a generalized CTRS, called CL-pc L,-. It is now crucial that all this fiddling with the original reduction relation of CL-pc, did not change conversion. That is, the conversion relation relations of CL-pc L and CL-pc L-both coincide with =CL-pcMoreover, in order to prove CR for CL-pc L-we need to know that T ~'q.-pc F; this will guarantee that there is indeed no overlap in CL-pc L--between the rules r-t and r-pc 2", etc. A model construction within the Graph Model Pco for CL can be used for this purpose.
PROPOSITION. (i)
The system CL-pc L" is Church-Rosser. (ii) The system CL-pc L is Church-Rosser. PRooF. (i) Since •CL-pcL-ffi =CL-po the conditions of CL-pc L-are stable. Moreover, between the rules of CL-pc L" there are no harmful cases of overlap, due to the negative condition and since T ~-L.pc F. Then proving CR is a routine matter (compare Theorem 2.6).
(ii) Assume t •CL-pcL S. Then t --CL-pcL.-S. Hence by (i), the terms t and s must have a common reduct in CL-pc L--. But now since •CL-pcL = =CL-po obviously "+CL.pcL-~ "+CL-pcL: in CL-pcL reduction is more Hberal than in CL-pc t.-, two conditions have been lifted. So t and s have the same common re, duct in CL.pc L. rl 2.18. COROLLARY. The system CL-pc has unique normal forms.
TERM REWRITING WITH BOUND VARIABLES
We will now introduce TRSs with as additional feature: bound variables. The well-known paradigm is, of course, k-calculus. We want to exhibit a framework for term rewriting incorporating apart from the usual TRSs, also specimens like ~.-calculus, various typed ~.-calculi and extended ~.-calculi, for instance combinations of some typed k-calculus with an ordinary TRS. Recently, there has been quite some attention for such combinations. (See e.g. Breazu-Tannen [1988] .)
For the sake of abbreviation, we will refer to TRSs (possibly) with bound variables as Combinatory Reduction Systems or CRSs for short. TRSs will form a subclass of the class of CRSs. CRSs were introduced in Klop [1980] , where a study is made of especially orthogonal CRSs. We start with considering several examples.
EXAMPLES.
(i) ~calculus. The only rewrite rule is the ~-reduction rule:
presented in an informal notation; the formal notation would use a substitution operator [ := ] and we would write (Xx.M)N --~ Ix := N]M. Still, this informal notation has a direct appeal, and in the sequel we will make it formal: this is essential for the syntax definition of CRSs.
(ii) Polyadic X-calculus. Here we have n-ary X-abstraction and reduction rules (~n) for every n > 1: (~n) (~'XlX2...Xn. ZO(XI, x2 ..... Xn))ZlZ2.,.Zn "-) Z0(ZI, 7+2 ..... Zn).
0ii) ~t-ealeulus. This is the well-known notation system designed to deal with recursively defined objects (processes, program statements, ...) with as basic rewrite or reduction rule:
We have used it in Section 1, to extend an ordinary TRS R with recursion, resulting in R~t.
(iv) Some rewrite rules in Proof Theory.
P(LZ0)(~x.ZI(X))(~.y.Z2(y)) ~ ZI(Zo)
The operational meaning of this pair of rewrite rules should be self-explaining: according to whether 7. 0 is prefixed by L or ~R. it is substituted in the leR or the right part of the 'body' of the redex headed by ~P, for all the free occurrences of x respectively y. The rules occur as normalization procedures for proofs in Natural Deduction (Prawitz [ 1971 ] , p. 252), albeit not in the present linear notation. (For more explanation see Klop [1980] .) The preceding examples suggest that a general definition of what we will call Combinatory Reduction Systems (CRSs) may be profitable, in order to be able to derive properties like confluence at once for a whole class of such CRSs, rather than repeating similar proofs or using 'proof by hand-waving'. The account below follows Klop [1980] . The concept of a CRS was fn'st suggested in Aczel [1978] , where a confluence proof for a subclass of the orthogonal CRSs was given.
Term formation in a Combinatory Reduction System. The arities k of the metavariables Znk can always be read off from the term in which they occur----Jaence we will often suppress these superscripts. E.g. in (Zx.Z0(x))Z 1 the Z 0 is unary and Z 1 is 0-ary.
Usually, TRSs are presented as functional TRSs (where all operators have a fixed arity); then we can consider applicative TRSs as a subclass (where the only non-constant operator is a binary operator 'application'; the paradigm example is CL, Combinatory Logic). The reverse way is also possible, once the notion of substructure is available (as will be the case later on); then functional TRSs can be seen as restricted versions (substructures) of the corresponding applicative TRSs where operators are 'varyadie', i.e. permit any number of arguments. So, the set-ups via the functional and the applicative 'format' are entirely equivalent. Below we will use the applicative format. For a syntax definition of CRSs in the functional format, see Kennaway [1988] . 3.10. DEFINmON. The notion of"non-ambiguity" for a CRS containing rewrite rules {ri = ti ~ si I i e I} is as for ordinary TRSs: (i)
Let the left-hand side t i of r i be in fact ti(Zl(X 1) ..... Zm(xn0 ) where all metavariables in t i are displayed. Now if the ri-redex ¢~(ti(Zl(Xl) ..... Zm(xm)) contains an rj-redex (i ~ j), then this rj-redex must be already contained in one of the ~(Zp(Xp)).
(ii) Likewise if the ri-redex properly contains an ri-redex.
Also as usual, a CRS is orthogonal if it is left-linear and non-ambiguous.
A large part of the theory for orthogonal TRSs carries over to orthogonal CRSs (see Klop [1980] Above, all CRSs had an unrestricted term formation by some inductive clauses. However, often one will be interested in CRSs where some restrictions on term formation are present. A typical example is XI-calculus, mentioned above, where the restriction is that in a subterm Xx. t there must be at least one occurrence of x in L Other typical examples of restricted term formation arise when types am introduced, as in typed X-calculus (XX-calculus) or typed Combinatory Logic (CL x) (see Hindley & Seldin [1986] ). In a simple way a type restriction occurs already when one considers many-sorted TRSs. This leads us to the following definition:
3.12. DEFINITION. (i) Let (R, "-)R) he a CRS as defined above. Let 3" be a subset of Ter(R), which is closed under "~R. Then (3", --)RFJ'), where ---)RI3" is the restriction of "-)R to 3", is a substructure of (R, --)RIT). (fi) If (R, "~R) is orthogonal, so are its substructures.
We now declare that also a substructure of a CRS is a CRS. It is not hard to see (by a patient inspection of the proofs of the theorems mentioned above) that almost everything carries over to our new notion of CRS: for orthogonal CRSs we have confluence, the Parallel Moves Lemma (mentioned in Section 1), Finite Developments (see Klop [1980] ), Church's Theorem for non-erasing CRSs, etc. The 'almost' refers to cases where expansions (i.e. inverse reductions M ~--<---...) are considered (since we did not require that substructures are closed under expansion). In Klop [1991] several more examples of wellknown orthogonal CRSs can be found, such as polymorphic X-calculus and PCF (Plotkin [1977] ).
